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ABSTRACT
Aims. Previous literature suggests that the densest structures in the interstellar medium form through colliding flows, but patent
evidence of this process is still missing. Recent literature proposes using SiO line emission to trace low-velocity shocks associated
with cloud formation through collision. In this paper we investigate the bright and extended SiO(2–1) emission observed along the
∼5 pc-long W43-MM1 ridge to determine its origin.
Methods. We used high angular resolution images of the SiO(2–1) and HCN(1–0) emission lines obtained with the IRAM plateau
de Bure (PdBI) interferometer and combined with data from the IRAM 30m radiotelescope. These data were complemented by
a Herschel column density map of the region. We performed spectral analysis of SiO and HCN emission line profiles to identify
protostellar outflows and spatially disentangle two velocity components associated with low- and high-velocity shocks. Then, we
compared the low-velocity shock component to a dedicated grid of one-dimensional (1D) radiative shock models.
Results. We find that the SiO emission originates from a mixture of high-velocity shocks caused by bipolar outflows and low-velocity
shocks. Using SiO and HCN emission lines, we extract seven bipolar outflows associated with massive dense cores previously iden-
tified within the W43-MM1 mini-starburst cluster. Comparing observations with dedicated Paris-Durham shock models constrains
the velocity of the low-velocity shock component from 7 to 12 km.s−1.
Conclusions. The SiO arising from low-velocity shocks spreads along the complete length of the ridge. Its contribution represents
at least 45% and up to 100% of the total SiO emission depending on the area considered. The low-velocity component of SiO is
most likely associated with the ridge formation through colliding flows or cloud-cloud collision.
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1. Introduction
High-mass stars (OB-type, ≥8M) are known to form in
massive dense cores (MDCs, diameter of ∼ 0.1 pc and den-
sity > 105 cm−3; see, e.g., Motte et al. 2007). But the forma-
tion of MDCs, as well as the physical process by which high-
mass stars form within MDCs, are still badly constrained.
The formation of high-mass stars is explained in two ways:
quasi-static and dynamical scenarios. The quasi-static sce-
nario describes a monolithic collapse of the MDC that is
supported by supersonic turbulent pressure (e.g., McKee
& Tan 2002). However, the dynamical scenarios suggest
either a coalescence of low/intermediate-mass protostars
(e.g., Bonnell & Bate 2002) or a formation of high-mass
stars through the interplay of colliding flows associated with
the cloud formation (e.g., Bonnell & Bate 2002; Heitsch
et al. 2008). In this latest dynamical picture, cloud forma-
tion generates colliding flows that funnel mass from large
potentials to small scales (e.g., Vázquez-Semadeni et al.
2005; Hartmann et al. 2012; Smith et al. 2013). While the
gas flows are colliding, we expect low-velocity shocks at the
colliding interfaces.
At the MDC scale (∼0.1 pc) dynamical signatures, such
as gravitational streams and shearing motions, have been
found using N2H+ and H13CO+ lines (see, e.g., Csengeri
et al. 2011a,b; Henshaw et al. 2014). At that scale, low-
velocity shocks have also been reported using CH3CN and
SiO lines (e.g., Csengeri et al. 2011b; Duarte-Cabral et al.
2014).
The Herschel key program HOBYS (see Motte et al.
2010, 2012) demonstrated that MDCs, and later high-mass
stars, tend to form in high-density filaments with typical
sizes of∼1–10 pc, above 1023 cm−2 in column density. These
structures are called ridges (Hill et al. 2011; Nguyen Luong
et al. 2011; Hennemann et al. 2012).
On the scale of ridges, gas inflow, global collapse, and ve-
locity gradients have been reported by several groups (e.g.,
Schneider et al. 2010; Nguyen Luong et al. 2013; Peretto
et al. 2013; Tackenberg et al. 2014). However, all the stud-
ies suggesting that SiO emissions could trace low-velocity
shocks associated with the collision of gas inflows (Jiménez-
Serra et al. 2010; Nguyen Luong et al. 2011, 2013; San-
hueza et al. 2013) were impaired by their limited sensitivity
and/or angular resolution. All of these studies reported the
SiO emission line profile as the association of two Gaus-
sian components at approximately the same central veloc-
ity. While the broad Gaussian component was attributed to
high-velocity shock linked to protostellar outflows, the nar-
row Gaussian component was equally attributable to low-
velocity shock of either cloud-cloud collision or less powerful
outflows beyond the angular resolution performances.
We were able to disentangle these broad and narrow
Gaussian components in the most extreme of the ridges:
W43-MM1. This ridge lies in the W43 molecular complex
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Table 1: Main observational parameters
Parameter IRAM PdBI IRAM 30m
SiO (2-1) HCN (1-0) SiO (2-1) HCN (1-0)
Frequency (GHz) 86.846 88.631 86.846 88.631
Bandwidth (MHz) 40 80 – –
Spec. Res. (km.s−1) 0.27 1.06 0.67 0.67
Primary beam 59′′ 59′′ 29.9′′ 29.9′′
Synthesized beam 4′′.96× 3′′.14 5′′.02× 3′′.08 - -
1σ rms 0.20 Jy/Beam.km/s 0.49 Jy/Beam.km/s 0.02 K.km/s 0.04 K.km/s
System temperature (K) 120 120 - -
(Nguyen Luong et al. 2011; Carlhoff et al. 2013; Motte et al.
2014). A distance from the sun of 5.5 ± 0.4 kpc was in-
ferred for this complex by parallax measurements (Zhang
et al. 2014). Given their uncertainties, and since the mea-
surements were based on only four sources located at the
periphery of the complex, we adopted a round 6 kpc dis-
tance, which is consistent with Louvet et al. (2014). Louvet
et al. (2014) modeled W43-MM1 using a 3.9 pc×2 pc×2 pc
ellipsoid with a total mass of ∼2×104 M and an average
density of ∼4.3×104 cm−3. This ridge hosts a protocluster
of 12 MDCs of mean size of ∼0.07 pc and masses rang-
ing from 20M to 2000M (Louvet et al. 2014; Sridharan
et al. 2014). It undergoes a remarkable burst of (high-mass)
star formation with an instantaneous star formation rate of
∼6000M.Myr−1 (Louvet et al. 2014).
As part of the W43-HERO IRAM large program,
Nguyen Luong et al. (2013) discovered a bright and ex-
tended SiO(2–1) emission with NSiO ∼ 6× 1013 cm−2 over
a ∼43 pc2 area along and around W43-MM1. They in-
terpreted this SiO emission as arising from a low-velocity
cloud collision the ridge experienced during its formation,
but their observations lacked the resolution to rule out an
origin from a protocluster.
In this paper, we show that SiO emission can be an
excellent tracer of colliding flows. Making use of the inter-
ferometric and single-dish data cubes described in Sect. 2,
we investigate the high-density parts of W43-MM1, look
for outflows driven by protostars forming in the W43-MM1
ridge, and quantify the SiO intensity unambiguously asso-
ciated with low-velocity shocks in Sect. 3. Section 4 con-
fronts the integrated SiO emission values with dedicated
shock models. Finally, Sect. 5 gives our conclusions.
2. Observations and reduction
2.1. IRAM PdBI mosaic
A seven-field 3 mm mosaic of the W43-MM1 ridge has been
carried out with the IRAM Plateau de Bure Interferome-
ter (PdBI). Configurations C & D (baseline lengths from
24 to 229 m) were used in October & July 2011 with 5
and 6 antennas respectively. Broadband continuum shown
in Louvet et al. (2014) and spectral lines were simultane-
ously observed. The phase, amplitude, and correlator band-
pass were calibrated on strong quasars (3C454.3, 1827+062,
and 0215+015), while the absolute flux density scale was
derived from MWC349 observations. The average system
temperature was of ∼120 K and absolute flux calibration
uncertainty was estimated to be ∼15%.
Three spectral units of 40 MHz bandwidth with indi-
vidual channel spacing of 78 kHz were tuned to observe the
SiO(2–1) line at 86.846 GHz. A second spectral unit of the
correlator was tuned to the HCN(1–0) line at 88.983 GHz
with a total bandwidth of 80 MHz and individual channel
spacing of 313 kHz. The observational parameters of the
IRAM PdBI data are summarized in Table 1.
The noise level of the SiO(2–1) and HCN(1–0) data
cubes was affected by the continuum emission, which was
especially high in the densest part of the W43-MM1 ridge.
To correct for this artifact, we subtracted the continuum
emission built from the WIDEX backend from each line,
and fully described in Louvet et al. (2014). This process im-
proved the mean sensitivity of integrated maps by ∼20%.
We used the GILDAS1 package to calibrate each field data
set, merged the visibility data of the seven mosaic fields,
then inverted and cleaned (natural cleaning) the resulting
IRAM PdBI image.
As an example, Fig. 1a shows the IRAM PdBI SiO(2–
1) map integrated from 80 km.s−1 to 120 km.s−1.bThe
effective spatial resolutions of the IRAM PdBI maps are
∼5′′×3′′, corresponding to ∼0.11 pc at the distance of 6 kpc
used for W43-MM1 (see Table 1).
2.2. Short spacing from the IRAM 30m
We extracted the SiO(2–1), HCN(1–0), emission lines from
a ∼300 arcmin2 mapping survey of the W43-Main mini-
starburst region performed at 3mm (85–93 GHz). These ob-
servations were carried out as part of the IRAM 30 m large
program W43-HERO2 dedicated to the origins of molecu-
lar clouds and star formation in W43 (Nguyen Luong et al.
2013 ; Carlhoff et al. 2013).
The program was observed with the Eight MIxer Re-
ceiver (EMIR) in December 2010, January 2011, and March
2011. It used low spectral resolution (∼0.67 km.s−1) but
large bandwidth (8 GHz) fast Fourier transform spectrom-
eter (FTS) backend. The map was completed using the on-
the-fly mode in two perpendicular scanning directions (R.A.
and Dec.). The pointing error was less than 3′′ and calibra-
tion accuracy was within 10%.
To remove the baseline in each spectrum, we masked the
80–120 km.s−1 velocity range of the broadest integrated
1 See the following web page for details:
http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS/
2 The W43-HERO (W43 Hera/EmiR Observation) project is
an IRAM 30 m large program, whose description and data
can be accessed at: http://www.iram-institute.org/EN/content-
page-292-7-158-240-292-0.html
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Fig. 1: Extended SiO emission toward the W43-MM1 ridge. SiO(2–1) maps, integrated from 80 km.s−1 to 120 km.s−1,
were obtained with the IRAM PdBI (a), IRAM 30 m (b), and from the merging of both data sets (c). Panel (a): black
contours start at 1.9 Jy/beam.km/s with 0.95 Jy/beam.km/s steps. Red contours correspond to the Herschel column
density map (see Nguyen Luong et al. 2013; Louvet et al. 2014). The contours, going towards the inner parts, are
5× 1022 cm−2, 1023 cm−2, 1.8× 1023 cm−2, and 3.5× 1023 cm−2. Black rectangles, labeled #1, #2, and #3, indicate the
areas where zooms are shown in Fig. 2. Panel (b): from Nguyen Luong et al. (2011); black contours start at 2.8K.km/s
with 1.2K.km/s steps. Panel (c): the black contours start at 0.3 Jy/beam.km/s with 1.8 Jy/beam.km/s steps. Black
ellipses highlight MDCs extracted from the interferometric continuum maps presented in Louvet et al. (2014) and the
black cross indicates an extra source, named G, presented by Sridharan et al. (2014). White circles numbered from 1 to
8 indicate the positions of the integrated SiO(2-1) emission spectra presented in Fig. 5.
line. First-order polynomials were used to fit the masked
spectra, derive the baseline, and remove the baseline from
the entire spectra. We then combined the reduced spec-
tra into a sampled data cube with a 10′′ Gaussian ker-
nel, providing a ∼30′′ angular resolution. The observational
parameters of the SiO(2–1) and HCN(1–0) data are sum-
marized in Table 1. Finally, we converted the units of the
data cubes from antenna temperature, TA∗ , to main beam
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temperature, Tmb, following the usual conversion, Tmb =
Feff/Beff×TA∗ in K with Feff/Beff = 1.233 at 87 GHz.
Figure 1b shows the IRAM 30 m SiO(2–1) map inte-
grated from 80 km.s−1 to 120 km.s−1. The figure illustrates
the ∼5 pc ×1.5 pc extent of the large-scale SiO emission
published by Nguyen Luong et al. (2013) and targeted by
the IRAM PdBI mosaic.
2.3. Combining IRAM PdBI and IRAM 30 m data
The IRAM PdBI offers better angular and spectral res-
olutions and better line sensitivities than the IRAM 30
m data (compare Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b; see Table 1). The
IRAM/PdBI mosaic however filters out the extended emis-
sion (filtering scale ∼18′′), which is crucial to retrieve the
emission arising from the bulk of the cloud. Moreover, the
cleaning process is less efficient and leads to artefacts when
short spacings are missing (e.g., Gueth & Guilloteau 2000).
Therefore, we merged the IRAM PdBI mosaic and IRAM
30 m image. The main idea was to take advantage of the
large diameter of the IRAM 30 m antenna to fill the central
hole of the IRAM PdBI uv-coverage. The algorithm used to
merge IRAM 30 m and IRAM PdBI data extracted pseudo-
visibilities from the single dish map for each pointing center
of the mosaic. The interferometer and single-dish visibili-
ties were then processed together, using the CLEAN-based
deconvolution technique. A full explanation of this method
can be found in Gueth et al. (1996) and Gueth & Guilloteau
(2000). As shown in Table 2, this process was limited by the
rms of the less sensitive data set, and slightly degraded the
angular resolution of the IRAM PdBI data but allowed the
recovery of a large fraction of the extended emission.
Figure 1 shows the map obtained from IRAM PdBI
alone (Fig. 1a), from IRAM 30m alone (Fig. 1b), and the
resulting map of the merging of the two data sets (Fig. 1c).
On the latter, SiO emission appears bright at the location
of the MDCs presented by Louvet et al. (2014) but also
in regions where no MDCs were found. This is particularly
striking on the northeastern section of the map, following
the underlying filamentary structure.
3. Analysis and discussion
In this section, we analyze the SiO(2–1) and HCN(1–0) lines
in detail to carry out a complete census of protostellar out-
flows detectable through line wings (see Sect. 3.1). Then
we quantify the contribution of each of the two components
participating in the SiO emission profile (see Sect. 3.2).
3.1. Protostellar outflows census
In the stellar formation process, outflows develop as a result
of angular momentum conservation during the collapse of a
rotating core. Outflows are very strong indicators of early
stage stellar formation. Protostellar ouflows are classically
traced by CO lines and, to a lesser extent, through SiO,
HCN, and HCO+ lines (e.g., Bontemps et al. 1996; Gus-
dorf et al. 2008a; Duarte-Cabral et al. 2014). Outflows are
generally bipolar and have velocities that are offsetted with
respect to those of protostars from which they are ejected.
3 The efficiency is provided on the IRAM website:
http://www.iram.es/IRAMES/mainWiki/Iram30mEfficiencies.
The relative velocities of shocked and/or entrained gas cre-
ate line wings on each side of the rest frequency (Snell et al.
1980). We therefore integrate the blueshifted and redshifted
wings of both the SiO(2–1) and HCN(1–0) lines to trace
outflow lobes. The velocity of the filament in the local stan-
dard of rest is ∼98 km.s−1 as defined with the N2H+(1–0)
and SiO(2–1) lines by Nguyen Luong et al. (2013). Since
HCN(1–0) is a four hyperfine component transition, whose
first and last components are spaced by ∼20 km.s−1, we
define spectral windows as 55–75 km.s−1 for the blue wing
and 115–135 km.s−1 for the red wing. As the present study
is focused on SiO emission, the spectral windows to de-
fine its blue- and redshifted wings are defined locally (see
Fig. 2, left column). Indeed, the rest velocity of the SiO line
varies by a few km.s−1 along the filament. SiO and HCN
lines, used together, enable us to complete a secure census
of outflows in W43-MM1.
The search of outflows through blue and red components
of both SiO(2–1) and HCN(1–0) lines was performed over
the complete IRAM PdBI mosaic (see Fig. 1c). We found
seven clear signatures of SiO(2–1) and HCN(1–0) outflows;
SiO often presenting a clearer view of outflow lobes (see
Fig. 2). Six out of the seven outflows are driven by MDCs
identified at 3mm by Louvet et al. (2014): N1, N2, N4, N6,
N7, and N12 with masses ranging from 20M to 2000M
within ∼0.07 pc. The presence of outflows leaves no doubt
about their protostellar nature. The last outflow appears
to be associated with one of the seven cores extracted by
Sridharan et al. (2014) (see source G in see Fig. 1c and
Fig. 2-#2), of which four correspond to MDCs of Louvet
et al. (2014), while three are below their detection limit.
Source G has no published mass. From the Fig. 1 of Srid-
haran et al. (2014), we estimate it to be ∼50±25M, when
using a dust temperature and emissivity that is consistent
with those taken in Louvet et al. (2014). Sridharan et al.
(2014) detected the outflow driven by N2 in their CO(3–2)
image, but failed to disentangle those of N1 and N7 MDCs.
We use the SiO and HCN peaks of the blue- and red-
shifted outflow lobes to define outflow directions. Blue- and
redshifted lobes are not perfectly aligned with MDC lo-
cations (see Fig. 2), possibly because of MDCs subfrag-
mentation, uneven morphology of the surrounding envi-
ronment, and/or chemistry effects in the shock. The aver-
age projected separation between outflow lobes is ∼0.20 pc
and, surprisingly, the outflow arising from the most mas-
sive MDC N1, is the smallest (< 0.08 pc) at the limit of our
resolution. Either the outflow arising from W43-N1 MDC
is mostly along the line of sight or it is too young and/or
too embedded to have traveled far. The outflows, driven by
the MDCs N1, N4, N6 of Louvet et al. (2014) and that from
the source G of Sridharan et al. (2014), are aligned with the
SiO(2–1) emission shown in Fig. 1c (see Fig. 2). They are
however relatively compact and cannot explain the ∼5 pc-
long SiO emission by themselves. In the northeastern part
of the ridge, no known protostellar activity can account for
the SiO(2–1) emission either. Indeed, Louvet et al. (2014)
did not detect any dense core above their ∼1.5M, 3σ sen-
sitivity limit, and the present study does not identify any
evidence of a high-velocity outflow in this area.
3.2. The two components of the SiO emission line
Figure 3 presents the SiO(2–1) line spectra averaged over
the entire area presented in Fig 1c. It suggests, as for
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Table 2: Gain and loss through the merging processes
SiO(2–1) & HCN(1–0) angular resolution (′′) spectral resolution (km.s−1) flux percentage (%)
IRAM 30m 29.9×29.9 0.7 100
IRAM PdBI 3.14×4.96 0.26 ∼10
IRAM 30m+IRAM PdBI 3.28×5.14 0.7 ∼95
Fig. 2: Seven outflows found in the W43-MM1 ridge through SiO(2–1) and HCN(1–0) line wing integration. The top,
middle, and bottom rows correspond to #1, #2, and #3 boxes shown in Fig. 1c. The left panels show the mean SiO(2–1)
emission line profiles in the areas corresponding to box #1, #2, and #3, respectively. The right panels show the mean
HCN(1–0) emission line profiles in the areas corresponding to box #1, #2, and #3, respectively. In the SiO(2–1) and
HCN(1–0) spectra, the channels filled with blue and red correspond to the velocity ranges used to define the blue wing
and red wing, respectively. The middle panels show the 3mm continuum emission overlaid with SiO(2–1) contours on
right panels and HCN(1–0) contours on left panels. The blue contours correspond to the blue line wings and the red
contours correspond to red line wings. All contours start at 2σ with 2σ steps. The black and white ellipses highlight
MDCs extracted from the interferometric continuum maps at 3mm presented in Louvet et al. (2014), and the white cross
on the middle panel locates source G of Sridharan et al. (2014). Green arrows indicate outflow directions.
studies conducted in other high-mass star-forming regions
(Jiménez-Serra et al. 2010; Sanhueza et al. 2013; Duarte-
Cabral et al. 2014), that the SiO line profile consists of
the sum of two Gaussian components. The fit of the SiO
line profile (see Fig. 3) is composed of a broad component
(∼13 km.s−1) providing ∼45% of the total SiO emission and
a narrow component (FWHM∼6 km.s−1) providing ∼55%
of the emission.
Figure 4 presents the spatial distribution of the narrow
and broad components. This decomposition results from a
double-component Gaussian fitting of the spectra measured
toward each pixel. The three parameters (FWHM, vlsr,
and peak flux) of each Gaussian were left free. A double-
component fit was considered successful if each component
had a peak flux > 3σ and a FWHM size< 60 km.s−1.
Moreover, we imposed the difference between the vlsr of
the two Gaussians to be smaller than the FWHM of the
broader component, so that the Gaussians would overlap.
If those conditions were not fulfilled, we would perform
a single Gaussian fit component to the spectra. The sin-
gle Gaussian fit was kept if its peak flux was above 3σ.
The area covered in Fig. 4 is smaller than Fig. 1c be-
cause of these criteria. The left panel shows the distri-
bution of the emission associated with the narrow com-
ponent, with FWHM < 12 km.s−1, which follows the un-
derlying filamentary structure over ∼5 pc long. The right
panel, which is associated with the broad component with
FWHM > 12 km.s−1, pinpoints all the positions where out-
flows have been detected.
To complement the spatial separation made in Fig. 4,
we hereafter characterize the two components of the emis-
sion, quantify their local, relative contributions to the total
SiO(2–1) emission, and debate their different origin. To do
so, we focus on eight areas along the filament (labeled from
1 to 8), which are defined in Fig. 4c.
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3.2.1. Broad component only
Of the eight positions selected, only position 4 may be fitted
by a single broad Gaussian (see Figs. 4 and 5). This position
corresponds with the location of the N12 MDC, where an
outflow has been extracted (see Sect. 3.1, and Fig. 2). It is
well fitted by a Gaussian with a FWHM of ∼11 km.s−1.
3.2.2. Narrow component only
Positions 1, 2, 3, and 5 (see Figs. 4-5), which correspond
to the northeastern extended emission of SiO (∼3 pc long),
display a very homogeneous emission. If the peak emission
slightly increases toward the mosaic center (from ∼3K at
position 1 to ∼7K at position 5), the width of the narrow
Gaussian profile is extremely regular, ∼6 km.s−1.
3.2.3. Double component
Position 6 and 8 require both one broad and one nar-
row component to be properly fitted. Toward position 8,
the broad component is ∼10.5 km.s−1, which is very sim-
ilar to that of position 4. Since outflows associated with
MDCs, labeled N4 and N6, are clearly detected at position
8, the broad Gaussian component is most probably associ-
ated with star formation in that area. The narrow Gaussian
component, however, is more interesting. Accounting for al-
most half of the total SiO emission, it only has a FWHM of
∼4 km.s−1, which is consistent but narrower than the nar-
row Gaussian component in the northeastern part of the
ridge.
As for position 6, the broad (∼20 km.s−1) component is
associated with star formation linked to the outflows of the
MDCs labeled N1, N2, N7, and G. The linewidth is broader
than at position 4 (∼20 km.s−1 instead of ∼11 km.s−1),
which is most likely due to the multiple outflows (four) at
position 6 (Sect. 3.1). The narrow component in this central
region, with a FWHM of ∼6 km.s−1, has the same charac-
teristics as the narrow component located to the northeast
and southwest of position 6.
Position 7 also needs a double Gaussian component fit.
Nevertheless, its broad and narrow components show∼60%
broader profile than star-forming regions of the main fil-
ament (positions 6 and 8). A cluster of low-mass proto-
stellar outflows could explain the broader line component,
while multiple low-velocity shocks could explain the nar-
row line component. Further observations are necessary to
determine the origin of the emission at this position.
To summarize, the SiO line is fitted by a broad compo-
nent at locations where star formation is known to occur
and a narrow component with a ∼6 km.s−1 FWHM every-
where.
3.2.4. Origin of the narrow component
Most of the extended (∼5 pc long from position 1 to 8) nar-
row component of the SiO line emission likely has the same
origin throughout the map. The narrow component con-
tribution, participating from 45% and up to 100% to the
SiO(2–1) emission, shows a regular line width of ∼6 km.s−1
along the 5 pc projected distance where the SiO is detected.
Since protostellar activity cannot account for the SiO emis-
sion at positions 1, 2, 3, and 5 (see Sect. 3.1), we conclude
Fig. 3: Combined IRAM PdBI and 30 m SiO(2–1) spectrum
(black histogram) averaged over the entire area shown in
Fig. 1c. It is fitted by the sum of a narrow (blue curve) and
a broad (green curve) Gaussian components are shown with
the gray curve. The red dashed line indicates the zero level
baseline.
that most of the narrow profile can only be associated with
low-velocity shocks of the ISM, not from outflows.
The physical process generating those low-velocity
shocks is not settled. More observations are necessary to
constrain the process from a few possibilities. The shocks
may originate from the formation of the ridge by large-scale
cloud-cloud collision. To prove that origin, one would need
to trace the gas from those clouds at large scale and con-
firm that they collide at low velocity. However, the mass
accumulated in the ridge exceeds 104 M. The ridge thus
gravitationally dominates its environment. As proposed by
Vázquez-Semadeni et al. (2005), Hartmann et al. (2012),
and Smith et al. (2013) in numerical simulations, the grav-
itational potential could generate colliding flows funneling
mass from large scales down to the scale of ridges. To con-
firm that origin, one would need to trace those colliding
flows at large scale and compare their terminal velocities
with respect to that of the ridge. In the latter case, shocks
would occur at the ridge edges. We discuss the possibility
of forming the amount of SiO observed from low-velocity
shocks and the detailed physicochemical process that allows
these shocks to release SiO into the gas phase in Sect. 4.
4. Low-velocity shocks in numerical models
The detection of extended emission of SiO associated with
relatively narrow linewidths that are unrelated to protostel-
lar jets or outflows is the most puzzling aspect of our study.
This puzzle is best illustrated in positions 1, 2, 3, and 5,
where star formation activity is not present. In this section,
we present a grid of low-velocity (vs ≤ 20 km s−1) shock
models with the aim to account for this SiO emission. We
base our discussion on the use of the SiO(2–1) emission line
only in positions 3, 5, and 8. The other positions will be ex-
plored in a forthcoming article that will thoroughly describe
the emission of SiO lines in low-velocity shock models.
4.1. The grid of shock models
We calculate the SiO(2–1) integrated intensity over a grid of
models computed with the Paris-Durham 1D shock model.
The global architecture of this model was presented in
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Fig. 4: Spatial distribution of the narrow (left panel, < 12 km.s−1) and wide (right panel, > 12 km.s−1) components
fitted to the SiO lines of the W43-MM1 ridge, shown from the integrated fluxes of Gaussian fits of these two components.
The back contour highlights the area covered by the IRAM PdBI observations.
Flower & Pineau des Forêts (2015), but we use a slightly dif-
ferent version that was introduced in Lesaffre et al. (2013).
This version allows us to run mildly irradiated shock mod-
els. These are shocks subject to an ultraviolet radiation field
provided that the irradiation does not significantly exceed
the interstellar radiation field (ISRF). The measure of this
radiation field is a so-called G0 factor, which is a scaling
factor with respect to the ISRF defined by Draine (1978).
In order to calculate SiO(2–1) integrated intensities from
our models, we then use a post-processing treatment based
on the large velocity gradient approximation, following a
method already used in Gusdorf et al. (2008a,b) and more
recently Gusdorf et al. (2015).
We cover the following input parameters: preshock den-
sity of 103, 104, 105, 106 cm−3 ; shock velocity vs from 4
to 20 km.s−1 in steps of 2 km.s−1, magnetic field parameter
b = 1 (defined by B(µ G) = b× [nH (cm−3)]1/2, where B is
the intensity of the magnetic field transverse to the shock
direction of propagation), and the external radiation field
G0 = 0, 1. Our grid only contains stationary C-type models,
given the adopted preshock density and magnetic-field pa-
rameter (Le Bourlot et al. 2002; Flower & Pineau des Forêts
2003). Our grid does not include the effects of grain–grain
interactions, as presented in Guillet et al. (2011) and An-
derl et al. (2013), as these effects should only be taken into
account when a high preshock density (nH > 104 cm−3) is
combined with a high shock velocity (vs > 20 km s−1). The
input parameters that we investigate are summarized in Ta-
ble 3. Our choices were based on the following observational
constraints:
The preshock density value that is used in our models to
account for the observations in position 1 was estimated in
Louvet et al. (2014). The column density was derived from
Herschel continuum data first presented in Nguyen Luong
et al. (2013). Further geometrical assumptions were made to
compute the cloud volume density, after having subtracted
the foreground and background emissions. The correspond-
ing cloud volume density is 104 cm−3 (for position 3) and
∼ 5×104 cm−3 (for positions 5 and 8). Therefore, we only
present the part of our models grid that covers a preshock
density of 104 cm−3. In fact, at considered shock veloci-
ties, this preshock density value converts into a postshock
density value of a few (less than 10) 104 cm−3, correspond-
ing to the observational constraint inferred from Herschel.
A more complete grid will be presented in a forthcoming
publication, which will include both more preshock density
values (103, 105, and 106 cm−3) and present predictions for
SiO lines up to Jup = 20.
Shock velocity. The SiO emission is generated in the
shocked gas. The width of the SiO(2–1) emission line there-
fore constitutes an indication of the shock velocity. Given
the number of observational constraints, namely the SiO(2–
1) integrated intensity, we restrain our goal to fitting this
quantity by means of one single 1D shock structure. The
width of the SiO(2–1) line profile derived in Sect. 3.2.2, of
FWHM ranging from ∼ 4 km.s−1 to ∼ 7 km.s−1, is con-
sistent with that proposed earlier by Nguyen Luong et al.
(2013). This velocity translates to a shock velocity of ∼ 8-14
km.s−1 if a single shock is observed along the line of sight.
In the context of one-dimensional modeling, adopted here,
the shock is assumed to be seen face-on. However, it is pos-
sible that shocks propagate in an already moving medium
or that the flow is orientated toward the plane of the sky,
resulting in lower or higher shock velocities, respectively.
For this reason, we designed a grid covering shock veloci-
ties from 4 to 20 km s−1.
Magnetic field parameter. The magnetic field is measured
along the line of sight of the MDC N1 (see Fig. 1-c and
Fig. 2) to be ∼6mG (Sridharan et al. 2014). The volume
density of the MDC N1, previously derived as ∼108 cm−3
(Louvet et al. 2014), would roughly correspond to a b value
equal to one for this shock component. We keep this value
(b=1) over our grid of calculations, which also corresponds
to a standard value for molecular clouds of the interstellar
medium (e.g., the review by Crutcher 2012).
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Fig. 5: SiO(2–1) molecular lines, averaged for the eight areas shown in Fig. 1c with white circles. These lines are fitted by
the sum of narrow (blue curve) and broad (green curve) Gaussian components shown by the gray curve. The red dashed
line shows the zero level baseline.
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Radiation field. At the high cloud volume densities reached
within the filament (up to a few 106 cm−3) and despite the
presence of a starburst cluster located a projected distance
of 5–10 pc from the W43-MM1 filament (Blum et al. 2000;
Motte et al. 2003), the effective radiation level within the fil-
ament is weak. The radiation of the WR and O-type cluster,
estimated to be as high as ∼ 104 G0 (N. Schneider, private
communication), quickly decreases when penetrating the
high density of the W43-MM1 filament. More specifically,
the intensity of the radiation field is negligible (<0.1 G0)
when the column density reaches a few 1021 cm−2. Never-
theless, for completeness, we chose to present shock models
without any irradiation (G0 = 0), or subject to the standard
ISRF proposed by Draine (1978) (G0 = 1). The models that
we ran are subject to a UV radiation coming from the side;
the NH2 and Av values are constant.
Table 3: Explored parameters in our grid of shock models.
The stationary run determines the (preshock) initial abun-
dances of our models.
Parameter Explored values
nH [cm−3] 103 a ; 104 ; 105 a ; 106 a
vs [km.s−1] 4 ; 6 ; 8 ; 10 ; 12 ; 14 ; 16 ; 18 ; 20
G0 (no unit)b 0 ; 1
Free stationary-run Si (%) 1, 10
Form of free stationary-run Si gas-phase Sic, grain-mantles SiOd
a: to be presented in a forthcoming publication.
b: multiplicative factor with respect to Draine (1978)’s
ISRF.
c: so-called SiG scenario, see Sect. 4.2.
d: so-called SiM scenario, see Sect. 4.2.
4.2. Silicon chemistry
The most important aspect in this grid is related to the
assumptions we adopted on the silicon chemistry. The fol-
lowing stages are classically considered when modeling the
SiO emission. In the preshock phase, the silicon-bearing
material is locked up in the cores of the interstellar grains
in the form of silicates, such as olivine, forsterite, or fay-
alite (e.g., May et al. 2000). When the shock wave prop-
agates, the grains are charged (e.g., Flower & Pineau des
Forêts 2003). They consequently undergo collisions from the
neutral species in the gas phase, which leads to sputtering
of the grain cores and release of silicon in the gas phase
(e.g., Schilke et al. 1997). The gas-phase silicon then reacts
either with O2 (e.g., Le Picard et al. 2001) or with OH
(e.g., Rivero-Santamaría et al. 2014) to produce SiO. Next,
SiO is removed from the gas phase in the postshock re-
gion through gas-phase chemistry (and conversion in SiO2)
or through adsorption on the grain surface (Gusdorf et al.
2008a). Mostly because of the sputtering yields, it has been
shown that this formation path for SiO could be efficient. It
would generate levels of emission that are compatible with
the observations only in shocks with a velocity greater than
25 km s−1.
But the remaining fraction of the silicon abundance, up
to 10% of the solar type value, is free and can belong either
to the gas phase or to grain mantles (e.g., Jenkins 2009).
This view is consistent with results obtained in shocks as-
sociated with the formation of low-mass (in L1157, Gusdorf
et al. 2008a, or BHR71, Gusdorf et al. 2015) or high-mass
stars (Leurini et al. 2014). The quantity and form of the
free silicon is not known, as it depends on the physical con-
ditions of the preshock gas (temperature, density, and radi-
ation field). We therefore chose to place 1% or 10% of free
silicon in the form of neutral silicon in the gas phase (SiG
scenario), or SiO in the mantles of the interstellar grains
(SiM scenario) in our preshock conditions (which are in
stationary state). The remaining fraction of the solar value
(99% and 90%, respectively) is maintained in the core of
interstellar grains. These assumptions are given in Table 3.
The number of models in the fraction of our grid pre-
sented here is consequently [2 (free Si fraction assumption)]
× [2 (free Si form assumptions)] × [1 (preshock density
value)] × [2 (irradiation strength)] × [9 (velocity values)],
or 72 models. The current work presents two improvements
over the previous silicon chemistry studies in low-velocity
shocks presented in Nguyen Luong et al. (2013) as follows:
• Our grid is more extended in terms preshock silicon frac-
tion; it is also tighter in shock velocity, and more pre-
cise in terms of b factor, as this one is estimated based
on smaller scale measurements. It is slightly different
in terms of G0 values, as the relatively high densities
derived in Louvet et al. (2014) indicate that the effec-
tive radiation within the shock structures correspond to
lower G0 factor.
• Our work presents direct model – observation compar-
isons, in the sense that integrated intensities are calcu-
lated in our models, and that filling factor corrections
are applied to the observations. This way, no assumption
related to the SiO column density estimation intervenes
between the models and observations.
4.3. Grid fragment results
In order to understand the results of our grid, Figs. 6 and 7
present the maximum neutral temperature and maximum
local abundance, respectively, of SiO reached in our models.
The maximum neutral temperature value insignificantly
depends on silicon chemistry or abundance. It does, on the
other hand, depend on the external irradiation. This is why
we chose to show it only for G0 = 0, 1, with 10% of free
preshock silicon in the gas phase. We find that the max-
imum temperature linearly increases with shock velocity
when G0 = 0. The evolution of the maximum neutral tem-
perature when G0 = 1 is more complex. The radiation heats
the medium directly through photoelectric effect, or indi-
rectly through the dissociation of molecules that normally
act as cooling agents (such as H2). This explains globally
why the blue curve is above the red curve in Fig. 6. How-
ever the variation of the blue curve is not monotonic. For
C-type shock models, ions interact with the magnetic field.
The heating of the gas mostly comes from the friction be-
tween ions and neutrals, and the charged fluid is dominated
by C+. C+ direct recombination with electrons is inefficient
and C+ indirectly recombines through the chemical chain
of formation of CH+n with efficient dissociative recombina-
tion for each CH+n . The first reaction of this chain, C+ +
H2 →CH+, is subject to a strong energy barrier. However,
since it involves an ion and a neutral species, the drift ve-
locity between ions and neutrals (proportional to the shock
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Fig. 6: Maximum neutral temperature reached in our mod-
els against the shock velocity. This value depends very
weakly on the fraction of preshock free silicon and on the
related chemistry. It does, on the other hand, depend on
the G0 value.
velocity) can overcome this barrier. When the shock veloc-
ity is above 8 km.s−1, the reaction chain is activated and
C+ recombines, leaving the less abundant cation S+ as the
main charge carrier. The ion-neutral friction heating hence
diminishes and the maximum neutral temperature in the
shock steps down to a value closer the nonirradiated case,
where S+ is also the main charge carrier. This explains the
different slopes of the blue curve below and above 8 km.s−1.
We note that this process does not affect the maximum tem-
perature in nonirradiated shock models, for which S+ and
not C+ is the main carrier of the charge.
We must then interpret Fig. 7. We distinguish three
cases:
– Free preshock silicon in the gas phase (SiG), G0 = 0 sce-
nario. In this case, our stationary models predict that
almost all the silicon is in the form of SiO in the preshock
phase. This fraction does not depend on the shock ve-
locity. During the shock propagation, the SiO abun-
dance only decreases in the postshock because of adsorp-
tion onto grains when the temperature drops. The SiO
maximum local abundance is subsequently the preshock
value and does not significantly vary with the shock ve-
locity. As expected, it does depend on the fraction of
free silicon; the SiO maximum abundance is ten times
higher when 10% of free silicon rather than 1% is placed
in the preshock gas.
– SiG, G0 = 1 scenario. In this scenario, our stationary
models predict that Si+ is the dominant form of sili-
con in the preshock phase (over Si and SiO). After the
temperature rise, a fraction of Si+ is converted to SiO.
This fraction, the local abundance of SiO is regulated by
its destruction when it interacts with C+, whose large
abundance is caused by the larger G0 factor. When the
shock velocity increases, C+ gets consumed in the high-
drift chemistry (it is converted to CH+n , see the above
discussion on temperature), so less SiO is destroyed.
This explains the increase in maximum SiO abundance
with shock velocity seen in Fig. 7 until the shock ve-
locity reaches 8 km.s−1, where it reaches a plateau. We
note that above this threshold of 8 km.s−1, the maxi-
mum abundance of SiO does not depend on the radia-
tion field value, and that the maximum SiO abundance
is ten times higher when 10% of free silicon is placed in
the preshock rather than 1%.
– Free preshock silicon in grain mantles (SiM), G0 = 0, 1
scenario. The abundance of silicon-bearing material in
the preshock gas phase is negligible. In fact, a great ma-
jority of the silicon belongs to the grains, whether it
is to their core or mantle. The evolution of the maxi-
mum fraction of SiO abundance in the gas phase with
the shock velocity reflects the existence of a velocity
threshold associated with the sputtering processes that
affect the mantles and lead to the direct release of SiO
in the gas phase (e.g., calculations in Flower & Pineau
des Forets 1994 building on earlier results on sputter-
ing from Barlow 1978). The sputtering process is very
efficient, so that all the SiO initially placed in the grain
mantles is injected in the gas phase for vs ≥ 12 km.s−1.
It is only removed from the gas phase in the postshock
by adsorption when the gas is cold enough when G0 = 0,
and by reaction with C+ when G0 = 1. The destruction
process does not affect the maximum local abundance.
4.4. Comparison with observations
The results of our grid in terms of SiO(2–1) integrated in-
tensity are shown in Fig. 8. The nH = 104 cm−3 fragment
of our grid of models is shown. The left-hand column repre-
sents the SiG models, whereas the right-hand column rep-
resents the SiM models. The color code is indicated in the
panels and one model point is shown for each shock veloc-
ity (from 4 km.s−1 to 20 km.s−1). Overall, contrary to the
maximum local abundance of SiO, the SiO (2–1) integrated
intensity is never proportional to the free, preshock silicon
quantity. The results from our models can be interpreted
as follows:
– SiG, G0 = 0 scenario. The SiO (2–1) integrated inten-
sity slightly increases with shock velocity. This is a con-
sequence of the maximum temperature increase seen in
Fig. 6, as the maximum local abundance of SiO does
not depend on the shock velocity.
– SiG,G0 = 1 scenario. The SiO (2–1) integrated intensity
is lower than in the G0 = 0 case because the SiO emit-
ting layer is thinner; the overall shock layer is smaller
because of the higher ionization fraction, and the layer
fraction where SiO exists is thinner because of its de-
struction by C+. The increase with shock velocity is a
consequence of the combination of the temperature and
abundance increase as seen in Figs. 6-7.
– SiM, G0 = 0 scenario: the increase of the SiO (2–1) in-
tegrated intensity with shock velocity is again a con-
sequence of the combination of the temperature and
abundance increase revealed in Figs. 6-7. Above the
sputtering yield at 12 km.s−1, the level of emission is
completely comparable to that generated in the {SiG,
G0 = 0} scenario. This is because the SiO abundance
profiles through the shock layers are similar for these
two categories of models.
– SiM, G0 = 1 scenario. The increase of the SiO (2–1) in-
tegrated intensity with shock velocity is a consequence
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Fig. 7: Both panels show the maximum local fraction of SiO reached in each of the shock models, shown against the
shock velocity. The maximum local fraction of SiO is defined as x(SiO)=nSiO/nH. The left and right panels correspond
to the SiG (square symbols) and SiM (circle symbols) scenarios (see text), both for a preshock density nH = 104 cm−3.
The color code is indicated in the panels, where the G0 (= 0 or 1) value and fraction of preshock free silicon (= 1 or 10
%) is shown for each model.
Fig. 8: Integrated intensity of the SiO(2–1) transition against the shock velocity calculated over the nH = 104 cm−3
fragment of our grid of models (colored symbols), and compared to the observations (thick, horizontal black line, obtained
in position 1, with thinner lines corresponding to ±15% uncertainty; see Tables 7 and 8). The left and right panels
correspond to the SiG (square symbols) and SiM (circle symbols) scenarios (see text). The color code is indicated in the
panels, where the G0 (= 0 or 1) value and fraction of preshock free silicon (= 1 or 10 %) is shown for each model.
of the combination of the temperature and abundance
increase revealed in Figs. 6-7. However, the SiO (2–1)
integrated intensity is lower than in the G0 = 0 case
because the SiO emitting layer is thinner. The overall
shock layer is smaller because of the higher ionization
fraction, and the layer fraction where SiO exists is thin-
ner because of its destruction by C+. Interestingly, a
degeneracy is evident between the {SiM, G0 = 1, 10%}
and {SiM, G0 = 0, 1%} results.
The most important conclusion from Fig. 8 is that it is
possible to account for the observed levels of SiO emission
in the frame of our assumptions. This figure shows that if
the above constraint on the preshock density is accepted,
the shock velocity is relatively well constrained, between 7
and 10 km.s−1 in the SiG scenario, and 10 and 12 km.s−1 in
the SiM scenario. Such velocity ranges are well below the
typical shock velocity required to sputter the grain cores
(∼25 km.s−1), allowing us to write off this SiO formation
path. On the other hand, the radiation field, and the sil-
icon distribution or chemistry is not well constrained by
this comparison. However our results are encouraging and
we will generalize our method to various lines of SiO and
other molecules in order to constrain more input parame-
ters. Combining the use of SiO with tracers of other physical
quantities (such as the radiation field strength, which could
be constrained through the observation of CO, C, and C+
or H2O, OH, and OI, or through the observations of ion-
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ized species) will help characterize the physical conditions
within the observed shock regions.
4.5. Shortcomings of our method
From an observational point of view, the future work in this
investigation will consist of the observation of additional
SiO transitions to better constrain the models. A number of
these transitions are available from ground-based facilities
(1–0, 3–2, 5–4, 6–5, 8–7). Figure 9 shows that the SiO(2–
1) transition is not necessarily optically thin in the models
that are compatible with the observations, with a strong
dependence on the considered model. In the future, lines
with smaller opacities should be targeted, such as the (5–
4), (6–5) and (8–7) lines. Of course, interferometric obser-
vations should be preferred in case distinct shock structures
could be identified at higher angular resolution. In principle
though, the knowledge of the filling factor of one transition
is sufficient and can be generalized to the other transitions.
We insist that SiO is a crucial molecule for such low-velocity
shock environments. We will investigate the modeling of
such emission in a forthcoming publication and show in an-
other publication that the use of CO observations (such as
performed in Gusdorf et al. 2012, 2015 in other Galactic
shock environments) is much more complex.
From the modeling point of view, it will be necessary
enrich the chemical network. In particular, the develop-
ment of photoreaction rate calculations will be crucial to
our study, given the low velocity of the considered shocks.
We have clearly displayed a region where the sputtering of
the grains does not dominate all other processes as can be
the case in more violent shock environments. The interac-
tion of the UV radiation field with the gas, even at low G0
value, can and will be investigated. In particular, the use
of Herschel observations of H2O transitions will allow us to
test the current understanding of the processes of photo-
and thermal-desorption (e.g., Fayolle et al. 2011b,a, 2013;
Bertin et al. 2013) in this new shock environment.
5. Conclusion
We mapped the high-mass star-forming ridge W43-MM1
at high angular resolution with the IRAM Plateau de Bure
Interferometer. We obtained SiO(2–1) and HCN(1–0) emis-
sion lines that we complemented with single-dish IRAM
30m radiotelescope data (see Fig.1). We used both tran-
sitions to look for outflows associated with star formation
in W43-MM1. Our main results and conclusions may be
summarized as follows:
• At high angular resolution, when observed with the
IRAM PdBI interferometer, the SiO(2-1) emission ap-
pears very extended: ∼5 pc in projected distance.
• We retrieve evidence of seven outflows that were all
detected both in SiO(2-1) and HCN(1-0) line transi-
tions. Six of these outflows are associated with massive
dense cores previously identified by Louvet et al. (2014),
pointing to the protostellar nature of these objects. The
other outflow is associated with a lower mass object, the
source G identified by Sridharan et al. (2014).
• From the line profile analysis of the SiO(2-1) emission
on the entire filament, we attribute half of the emission
to high-velocity shocks linked with the stellar formation.
The second half of the line emission appears to be very
homogeneous along the W43-MM1 filament with a mean
FWHM of ∼6 km.s−1.
• We characterize the line emission profile by defining
eight independent areas along the filament and discover
that four of the positions are only composed of one nar-
row component line profile (width of ∼6 km.s−1), one
is composed of one single broad component line pro-
file (source N12 that displays an outflow), and three
are composed of both broad and narrow component
line profiles. In the latter case, the narrow component is
generally similar to those observed at the narrow-only
positions, suggesting a common origin for this narrow
component.
• We run dedicated Paris-Durham shock models to con-
front the narrow component of the SiO(2-1) emission
profile with SiO emission from low-velocity shocks. From
this analysis, we show that the SiO emission inten-
sity observed for the narrow component can be repro-
duced with shocks at low velocities in the range 7 km.s−1
to 12 km.s−1. These model-constrained velocities are in
perfect agreement with the observational constraints of
the SiO line width, which suggest velocities of shock
between 4 km.s−1 to 14 km.s−1.
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